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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 2)
What is required for a virtual machine to run?

A. a Type 1 hypervisor and a host operating system
B. a hypervisor and physical server hardware
C. only a Type 1 hypervisor
D. only a Type 2 hypervisor

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 1)
Refer to the exhibit.

An engineer implemented several configuration changes and receives the logging message on switch1. Which action should the engineer take to resolve this
issue?

A. Change the VTP domain to match on both switches
B. Change Switch2 to switch port mode dynamic auto
C. Change Switch1 to switch port mode dynamic auto
D. Change Switch1 to switch port mode dynamic desirable

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 1)
Drag and drop the virtual components from the left onto their deceptions on the right.

Solution:
Diagram, line chart Description automatically generated

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
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- (Exam Topic 1)
Which technology provides a secure communication channel for all traffic at Layer 2 of the OSI model?

A. MACsec
B. IPsec
C. SSL
D. Cisco Trustsec

Answer: A

Explanation: 
MACsec, defined in 802.1AE, provides MAC-layer encryption over wired networks by using out-ofband methods for encryption keying. The MACsec Key
Agreement (MKA) Protocol provides the

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 1)
Refer to exhibit.

VLANs 50 and 60 exist on the trunk links between all switches All access ports on SW3 are configured for VLAN 50 and SW1 is the VTP server Which command
ensures that SW3 receives frames only from VLAN 50?

A. SW1 (config)#vtp pruning
B. SW3(config)#vtp mode transparent
C. SW2(config)=vtp pruning
D. SW1 (config >»vtp mode transparent

Answer: A

Explanation: 
SW3 does not have VLAN 60 so it should not receive traffic for this VLAN (sent from SW2). Therefore we should configure VTP Pruning on SW3 so that SW2 does
not forward VLAN 60 traffic to SW3. Also notice that we need to configure pruning on SW1 (the VTP Server), not SW2.

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 1)
Refer to the exhibit.

An engineer must deny Telnet traffic from the loopback interface of router R3 to the loopback interface of router R2 during the weekend hours. All other traffic
between the loopback interfaces of routers R3 and R2 must be allowed at all times. Which command accomplish this task?
A)

B)

C)
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D)

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: C

Explanation: 
We cannot filter traffic that is originated from the local router (R3 in this case) so
we can only configure the ACL on R1 or R2. “Weekend hours” means from Saturday morning through Sunday night so we have to configure: “periodic weekend
00:00
to 23:59”.
Note: The time is specified in 24-hour time (hh:mm), where the hours range from 0 to 23 and the minutes range from 0 to 59.

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which characteristic distinguishes Ansible from Chef?

A. Ansible lacs redundancy support for the master serve
B. Chef runs two masters in an active/active mode.
C. Ansible uses Ruby to manage configuration
D. Chef uses YAML to manage configurations.
E. Ansible pushes the configuration to the clien
F. Chef client pulls the configuration from the server.
G. The Ansible server can run on Linux, Unix or Window
H. The Chef server must run on Linux or Unix.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 1)
Drag and drop the characteristics from the left onto the orchestration tools they describe on the right.

Solution:
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Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 4)
Which two new security capabilities are introduced by using a next-generation firewall at the Internet edge? (Choose two.)

A. DVPN
B. NAT
C. stateful packet inspection
D. application-level inspection
E. integrated intrusion prevention

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 4)
Which JSON script is properly formatted?
A)

B)

C)

D)
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A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 4)
Which mobility role is assigned to a client in the client table of the new controller after a Layer 3 roam?

A. anchor
B. foreign
C. mobility
D. transparent

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 3)

Refer to the exhibit. An engineer tries to log in to router R1. Which configuration enables a successful login? A)

B)

C)

D)

A. Option A
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B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 3)
In a Cisco Catalyst switch equipped with two supervisor modules an administrator must temporally remove the active supervisor from the chassis to perform
hardware maintenance on it. Which mechanism ensure that the active supervisor removal is not disruptive to the network operation?

A. NSF/NSR
B. SSO
C. HSRP
D. VRRP

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 3)
Reter to the exhibit.

An administrator troubleshoots intermittent connectivity from internal hosts to an external public server. Some internal hosts can connect to the server while others
receive an ICMP Host Unreachable message and these hosts change over time. What is the cause of this issue?

A. The translator does not use aOdress overloading
B. The NAT ACL does not match alt internal hosts
C. The NAT ACL and NAT pool share the same name
D. The NAT pool netmask rs excessively wide

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 2)
A client device roams between access points located on different floors in an atrium. The access points are Joined to the same controller and configured in local
mode. The access points are in different AP groups and have different IP addresses, but the client VLAN in the groups is the same. Which type of roam occurs?

A. inter-controller
B. inter-subnet
C. intra-VLAN
D. intra-controller

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Mobility, or roaming, is a wireless LAN client’s ability to maintain its association seamlessly from one access point to another securely and with as little latency as
possible. Three popular types of client roaming are:
Intra-Controller Roaming: Each controller supports same-controller client roaming across access points managed by the same controller. This roaming is
transparent to the client as the session is sustained, and the client continues using the same DHCP-assigned or client-assigned IP address.
Inter-Controller Roaming: Multiple-controller deployments support client roaming across access points managed by controllers in the same mobility group and on
the same subnet. This roaming is also transparent to the client because the session is sustained and a tunnel between controllers allows the client to continue
using the same DHCP- or client-assigned IP address as long as the session remains active. Inter-Subnet Roaming: Multiple-controller deployments support client
roaming across access points managed by controllers in the same mobility group on different subnets. This roaming is transparent to the client because the
session is sustained
and a tunnel between the controllers allows the client to continue using the same DHCP-assigned or client-assigned IP address as long as the session remains
active. Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/controller/7- 4/configuration/guides/consolidated/b_cg74_CONSOLIDATED/b_cg74_CONSOLID
A
TED_chapter_01100.html
In three types of client roaming above, only with Inter-Subnet Roaming the controllers are in different subnets.

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 2)
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Refer to the exhibit. A network engineer must configure NETCONF. After creating the configuration, the engineer gets output from the command show line, but not
from show running-config. Which command completes the configuration?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 2)
AN engineer is implementing MPLS OAM to monitor traffic within the MPLS domain. Which action must the engineer perform to prevent from being forwarded
beyond the service provider domain when the LSP is down?

A. Disable IP redirects only on outbound interfaces
B. Implement the destination address for the LSP echo request packet in the 127.x.y.z/8 network
C. Disable IP redirects on all ingress interfaces
D. Configure a private IP address as the destination address of the headend router of Cisco MPLS TE.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 2)
Drag and drop the descriptions from the left onto the QoS components they describe on the right.

Solution:
Graphical user interface, text, application, email Description automatically generated

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 3)
Refer to the exhibit.
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What is the effect of introducing the sampler feature into the Flexible NetFlow configuration on the router?

A. NetFlow updates to the collector are sent 50% less frequently.
B. Every second IPv4 packet is forwarded to the collector for inspection.
C. CPU and memory utilization are reduced when compared with what is required for full NetFlow.
D. The resolution of sampling data increases, but it requires more performance from the router.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 3)
Which resource is able to be shared among virtual machines deployed on the same physical server?

A. applications
B. disk
C. VM configuration file
D. operating system

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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